
“If not instantaneous, it is extraordinarily rapid".

Galileo writing about his attempt to measure 
the speed of light with two lanterns



Our Method

LASER

DETECTOR

Mirror

dt

dx=L/2

Why is one measurement not enough?

These represent traces on a oscilloscope of the 
laser turning on, and the later signal in the 
detector when the light arrives.  Laser is pulsed 
by a square wave from a function generator. 



Our Method

LASER

DETECTOR

Mirror
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v=dx/dt
dx=vdt

Plot dx vs dt, for different distances
Fit points to a line.
What can you learn from the slope?



On your group’s white board
1. Diagram of apparatus

Make sure you all know how this works
2 Table of Data  (dx, dt) 

Make sure you all know why dx and dt! 
2 Plot of data points
3 By eye fit to find c
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Note:  1st homework problem will be this plot and fit  (by computer)
extra credit: estimate uncertainty in measurement with bootstrap method



Bootstrap method for determining 
statistical error: a simple example

B. Efron The Annals of Statistics 1979 V 7 No 1 1-26
http://projecteuclid.org/DPubS/Repository/1.0/Disseminate?view=bod
y&id=pdf_1&handle=euclid.aos/1176344552
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Suppose you have a set of measurements as shown below.
X and Y correspond to two variables.

For example x could be change in time and y could be 
change in position in a measurement of the speed of light.

X

Y



You can fit a line through these points described as y=mx+b where you find the 
values for m and b that yield the best fit.  There are various software packages and 
algorithms for fitting a line to a set of points.

X

Y



You have a limited sample of data. 
How do you estimate the uncertainty the fit  y=mx+b ?
Taking more data is often not possible

X
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X

Y

The 7 data points 
in a bag

Bootstrap method:  An example
Put the 7 data points in a “bag”.  
Pick one at random, plot it, and put it back in the bag
Do this 7 times.  You now have 7 points on your graph.
But some points may be picked several times and others not at all.
In this example below, two points were picked twice, and two not at all.
(The pairs of points were offset artificially  on this plot for illustration) 



X

Y

The 7 data points 
in a bag

Then fit the this sampled data set to y=mx+b
Note that the line of best fit will probably be different because the data set is 
probably different (unlikely you’ll select each point exactly once)



The 7 data points 
in a bag

X

Y

Data Sample that was collected (shown for reference)



X

Y

The 7 data points 
in a bag

Then save the value you got for m and b  (the two parameters in the fit)



The 7 data points 
in a bag

X

Y

Then iterate this process about 100 times
100 resampled data sets
100 fits  (one from each data set)
100 values for m and for b



So now you have 100 values 
for m (m1, m2, m3, …… m100)
for b  (b1, b2, b3, …… b100)

Calculate mrms of these 100 m numbers 
Calculate the brms of these 100 b numbers

RMS   Root Mean Square      mrms=sqrt(1/100 Σ(<m>-mi)2)

Where the mean is <m> is 1/100 Σmi  

The RMS of m and  b are the statistical errors in m and b.

You can also histogram the 100 m numbers and 100 b numbers and 
examine the distributions



On your group’s white board
1. Diagram of apparatus

Make sure you all know how this works
2 Table of Data  (dx, dt) 

Make sure you all know why dx and dt! 
2 Plot of data points
3 By eye fit to find c
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Note:  1st homework problem will be this plot and fit  (by computer)
extra credit: estimate uncertainty in measurement with bootstrap method
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